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Abstract—Context: Branching and merging are common activities in large-scale software development projects. Isolated
development with branching enables developers to focus their
effort on their specific tasks without wasting time on the problems
caused by other developers’ changes. After the completion of
tasks in branches, such branches should be integrated into
common branches by merging. When conflicts occur in merging,
developers need to resolve the conflicts, which are troublesome.
Goal: To support conflict resolution in merging, we aim to
understand how conflicts are resolved in practice from large-scale
study. Method: We present techniques for identifying conflicts
and detecting conflict resolution in method level. Result: From
the analysis of 10 OSS projects written in Java, we found that (1)
44% (339/779) of conflicts are caused by changing concurrently
the same positions of methods, 48% (375/779) are by deleting
methods, 8% (65/779) are by renaming methods, and that (2)
99% (771/779) of conflicts are resolved by adopting one method
directly. Conclusions: Our results suggest that most of conflicts
are resolved by simple way. One of our future works is developing
methods for supporting conflict resolution.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Branching enables individual developers or developer
teams to work on their tasks separately from other development. Changes in branches will be integrated into other
branches by merging the multiple latest commits. Even if bug
fixing or feature implementation has been completed on a
branch, the task is not considered complete until the change
has reached the other, especially main (master, trunk, or root),
branch successfully.
Although branching has become easy using the recent
distributed version control systems like Git, there remain
difficulties in merging. Merges have multiple parents, which
makes it difficult to understand changes and identify origins.
Because of these difficulties, resolving conflicts and verifying
changes are troublesome. In addition, large merging, which
include many conflicts should be especially high risk.
Phillips et al. conducted a survey composed of questions
about branching and merging for project administrators, then
they obtained the result where 54% of the respondents think
that the most significant problem about merging is conflict
[11]. It is required that we need to know the activity of conflict
resolution to discuss or suggest the means of supporting or
automation of conflict resolution. However, the way how to
resolve conflicts at method-level in practice is unrevealed. Our
goal is to survey how conflicts are resolved in real projects.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we introduce
related work in Section II, and our approach in Section III.

Second, we explain about target OSS projects to be surveyed
in Section IV, and obtained results in Section V. Finally, we
discuss in Section VI, and conclude in Section VII.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

There are various studies about conflict detection and
reduction [1]–[3], [9]. For example, Apel suggested Semistructured Merge, which is independent on programming language
and reduces syntax and semantic errors [1].
Resolution is also one of the most significant problem
on conflict [9] However, previous studies before distributed
version control system becomes the mainstream are mainly
on model-level. There are few empirical studies about conflict
resolution at method-level.
Phillips conducted a survey composed of 21 questions for
about 300 project administrators to reveal how developers treat
branching and merging and what is the successful merging
strategy in practice [11]. They found purpose of use and
problem about branching and merging, and suggested current
status of merging on projects and hypothesisis of successful
parallel devdelopment strategy.
Nan defined Cost-benefit model using dependence pair
which is generated by Semantic Diff and effect of code change
by global variables and ranked method resolution priorities
when conflicts are detected on multi methods [6], [10].
These studies don’t mention the method-level knowledge
and concrete resolution action. If the way how developers
changed conflicting method is revealed, we can discuss about
optimal methods of conflict resolution.
In addition, there is a very interesting case on automatic
bug fixing. Weimer fixed program bugs automatically using genetic programming [8], [12]. However, their method
can generate nonsensical patches by random code mutations.
Therefore, Kim inspected more than 60000 human-written
patches and obtained common fix patterns. Then he fixed
program bugs using pattern-based approach [7]. Kim obtained
more reasonable bug fixing than Weimer’s by leveraging
human-knowledge. In the same way, if human-knowledge is
applyed to conflict resolution, it is possible to obtain highquality automation.
III.

A PPROACH

We analyze with the following procedure to see how
developers resolved conflicts.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Finding a merge commit.
Finding a pair of conflict commits.
Finding conflicted methods in conflict commits.
Detecting the causes of conflicts.
Detecting the resolutions of conflicts.

•

DELETION One of methods are deleted in one
conflict commit.

•

RENAMING One of methods are renamed in one
conflict commit.

A. Merge Commits

E. Resolution

A merging commit has at least 2 parent commits. Therefore, it is enough to obtain such commits as merging commits.

Based on analyzing the contents of conflicted methods, the
resolution can be summarized as follows:

B. Conflict Commits
We think that conflict commits are the commits in branches
that have completed each task of branches. It is natural to
consider the parents of the merge commits as the pair of
conflict commits since they are actually merged. However it is
often the case that developers create additional commits before
merging to resolve conflicts step by step. In such case, the
parent commits are not the original conflict commits.
Among many pairs of commits between two branches, we
assume that conflict commits are the pair with the largest
differences since the differences may increase during the task
completion phases, and the differences may decrease during
the merge preparation phases. In this study, we measure the
number of different methods as the differences.

Fig. 1.

1-WAY (medhod exists in 3 commits)

Fig. 3.

1-WAY (medhod exists in 1 or 2 commits)

The differences in the pair of commits

We obtain two commits whose difference of files is largest
as candidates, and try to merge them actually. For example, in
Fig. 1, C3 and C4 are candidates because their difference of
files is the largest (44 files changed).
C. Conflicted Methods
If we operate merging with the identified conflict commits,
Git will list up conflict files. In this study we adopt Historage
[5], fine-grained version control system, to analyze histories.
Since Historage repositories store methods as files, methodlevel histories can be analyzed with similar to file-level histories.
D. Causes
Git can lists up the different files between two commits. Differences have 3 attributes—ADD, RENAME, and
DELETE, which means added file, renamed file, deleted file.
We compare the differences between merging commits (M ),
their conflict commits (C1 , C2 ), and their original commits
(O). The causes can be summarized as follows:
•

Fig. 2.

CHANGE SAME POSITION Same position of the
same methods are modified.

•

1-WAY The conflict is resolved by adopting one of
contents in conflicted methods.

•

OTHER Other solutions including adopting both contents or creating new code.
IV.

RESEARCH TARGETS

In this section, we explain the targets of the survey. We
adopted OSS projects which are divided into methods by
Historage to survey the history of each method [5].
Historage divides java files into methods and records
packages, parameters, and body of 1 method as 1 file for each.
Therefore, the differences at method-level can be obtained by
the common way at file-level. Kataribe is a hosting service of
Historage repositories [4]. TABLE I shows the details of the
projects.
TABLE I.
# of projects
104

D ETAILS OF P ROJECTS IN K ATARIBE
conflict
10

no conflict
54

error
36

other
4

“no conflict” includes the projects that any conflicts are
not detected. “error” and “other” includes the projects whose
repository cannot be obtained or part of files cannot be tracked.
We surveyed number of merging commits, conflct commits,
and conflict methods in available 10 “conflict” projects.
V.

RESULTS

TABLE II shows the details of 10 “conflict” projects in
TABLE I.
TABLE II.

D ETAIL OF M ERGING AND C ONFLICT

project
james
jrobin
maven.plugins
org.eclipse.ajdt
org.eclipse.gmp.graphiti
org.eclipse.jubula.core
org.eclipse.paho.mqtt.java
org.eclipse.scout.sdk
org.eclipse.stardust.ui.web
org.eclipse.uml2

# of commit
13581
493
39996
6563
2530
2746
47
1035
3199
2705

# of merging
12
8
109
13
48
345
3
26
12
38

# of conflict
1
3
5
1
2
3
2
3
3
7

VI.

TABLE III shows the detail of conflict methods in three
conflicts of jrobin. Although there are different types of causes,
almost all of them are resolved by “1-WAY”.
DETAIL OF CONFLICT METHODS OF JROBIN

# of conflict
methods

1st
2nd
3rd
total

1
364
228
593

Causes
CHANGE
SAME
POSITION
0
137
31
168

Resolutions
RENAMING
0
59
3
62

DELETION
1
168
194
363

1-WAY
1
363
228
592

OTHER
0
1
0
1

TABLE IV shows the detail of conflict methods of all 10
projects.
TABLE IV.
project

james
jrobin
maven.plugins
org.eclipse.ajdt
org.eclipse.
gmp.graphiti
org.eclipse.
jubula.core
org.eclipse.
paho.mqtt.java
org.eclipse.
scout.sdk
org.eclipse.
stardust.ui.web
org.eclipse.uml2
total

DETAIL CONFLICT METHODS OF

# of conflict
methods

10 OSS

Causes

99% (771/779) of conflict methods are resolved by adopting the content of one parent method. The ratio of “1-WAY” is
very high in all projects excepting org.eclipse.jubula.core and
org.eclipse.uml2.
Figure 4 shows an example of “OTHER” in
org.eclipse.uml2. Both of methods are conflicted at line
6, and the conflict is resolved by adopting them. Like this,
these methods are resolved by combining conflict code—none
of them by using new code which does not exist in both.

There are a several conflicts in almost 50–40000 commits.
We need to note that there can be some hidden conflicts,
which cannot be obtained by Git because other version control
systems were mainly used before 2011. There are no noticeable
correlations between the number of commits, merging, and
conflicts.

TABLE III.

48% (375/779) of conflict methods are caused by being deleted in one or both parent commits. The ratio of
“DELETION” is higher in jrobin, org.eclipse.jubula.core, and
org.eclipse.paho.mqtt.java. Conversely, the ratio of “CHANGE
SAME POSITION” is higher in james, maven.plugins,
org.eclipse.stardust.ui.web, and org.eclipse.uml2. The ratio of
“CHANGE SAME POSITION” and “DELETION” is almost equal in other 2 projects, org.eclipse.gmp.graphiti, and
org.eclipse.scout.sdk. Few of them were caused by renaming.

PROJECTS

Resolutions

115
593
34
2

CHANGE
SAME
POSITION
114
168
31
2

DELETION
1
363
3
0

RENAMING
0
62
0
0

1-WAY
115
592
34
1

OTHER
0
1
0
1

4

2

1

1

3

1

3

3

0

0

3

0

6

0

4

2

6

0

7

4

3

0

6

1

9
6
779

9
6
339

0
0
375

0
0
65

9
2
771

0
4
8

DISCUSSION

When resolving conflicts, developers usually use merge
tools which support resolving them by GUI like kdiff3, or
DiffMerge. Most of them visualize the parts where conflicts
are detected and display them. Developers fix code using those
information. That is the reason why there are no case that new
code which are not written in both are not used. However, in
the case that conflicts are detected in multiple methods, it is
one of the most significant problem that developers must select
which method shoud be resolved at first. It is impossible to
obtain a satisfactory resolution by only such information [10].
Like that, because existing merging tools don’ t give enough
information for conflict resolution, it is considered that they
have no choice but to adopt one.
The proportion of causes is different for each project. This
means that trends of conflicts are affected by characteristics
of projects — especially human elements like number of
developers who are involed in project or difference of communication shoud be strongly related. We need to analyze some
characteristics of projects to find correlative metrics.
In this study, we use difference of files as metrics to detect
conflict commits. However, it shoud be important to use not
only the number of changed files but also other metrics like the
number of changed code lines. It is also important to survey
transition of gap in log for each merging commit to verify
whether the hypothesis in III-B is correct.
Almost all of the conflict methods are resolved by adopting
one method. If some prediction models are structed from data
obtained from this study and predict which methods tend to
be adopted, it may be possible to extract correlative metrics
and contribute supporting for conflict resolution.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

We surveyed how conflict methods are resolved on a
large scale and obtained the proportion of conflict causes and
resolutions — almost all of the conflict methods are resolved
by adopting one then discarding another.
We plan to survey more projects or consider the validity
of our approach, to consider more detailed classification about

Fig. 4.

Example of other: org.eclipse.uml2

resolution, to survey some characteristics of projects to find
correlative metrics, and to generate prediction model for support system for conflict resolution.
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